Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and choose the word from the word bank that makes the most sense in the sentence.

Word Bank

- suburban
- encountered
- communicate
- proceed
- envelop
- subsidize
- entire
- promote

1. The clouds began to ____________ the mountain, hiding its peak.

2. The protesters wanted to ____________ awareness of the issue.

3. Did Jamal really eat the ____________ pie?

4. “He is the most interesting person I have ever ____________!” my sister said about her new teacher.

5. The ____________ home had a big lawn and an attached garage.

6. Not being able to speak English very well makes it difficult for him to ____________.

7. Once we get the go-ahead from the principal, we’ll be able to ____________ with the arrangements for the school dance.

8. The downtown merchants association has agreed to ____________ our class trip.
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